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Planet Fitness Lunk Alarm Installation
PLEASE NOTE: During build-out and prior to Lunk Alarm installation, you will need to have the beacon light 
hardwired by a licensed electrician. Both the hardwired Lunk Alarm light and siren will be wired to a circuit that 
connects to a switch behind the front desk that can be controlled by Planet Fitness® staff.  Do not run motor siren 
for more than 90 seconds. Running for more than 90 seconds, may cause motor to fail.

3D Lettering Checklist:

 � Siren

 � Beacon light

 � 8 standoffs and hardware

 � Four support pieces (1 top, 1 bottom, 2 sides)

 � Lunk Alarm sign (arrives in 2 pieces folded in halves; 1 top, 1 bottom) 

  Install Lunk beacon light: The finished sign will be approximately 94” wide by 76.5” high. The light will be 
mounted in the center of this space. BEFORE installing it on the wall, test the light. Disassemble the light for 
installation. Screw the black beacon base to wall and reassemble light.

 Support Lunk Alarm sign: Unfold the two halves of the graphic. Support the seams with the four supplied 
support pieces (2 sided tape is on the back). See diagram below.

 Mark out standoff placement: Place the complete graphic on the wall, and center over the beacon light. Ensure 
the Lunk Alarm is level and then mark the holes for the standoffs.

 Install standoffs: Follow instructions for installing standoffs on pg. 4. Do not install graphic yet.

 Plug-in and test the siren. Install the siren by attaching it to a surface in the ceiling rafters above the Lunk 
Alarm. Use the provided plug-end and plug into a standard US 110v outlet. Consult a licensed electrician for other 
means of electrical connection.

  Install Lunk Alarm sign: Once 
the siren and beacon light have been 
tested, place the graphic on the 
standoffs per standoff instructions. 
Do not tighten each standoff, this will 
allow you to adjust and level out the 
sign. Once the sign is level, tighten up 
the standoff caps. Need help installing 
the standoffs? 

Go to northeastcolor.com/installations 
and refer to our Standoffs Installation 
Guide.


